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ABSTRACT 

Calculations are presented of beam polarization-dependent effects in 

high energy e+e- storage rings. The elastic scattering within a circulating 

bunch (Touschek scattering) leads to a net polarization-dependent effect of 

5 to 10% for parameters appropriate to SPEAR, viz, E = 2.5 Gev, LIE/E = 0.05, 
0 0 

and 6pL = 0.6 Mev, where E. is the storage ring energy, AE is the average 

energy exchanged in the collisions and 6pl is the width of the radial momentum 

distribution in the bunch. The final state angular distributions of the 

scattering proc g ' - 4 e+e-, e+e- -) u'+cl- and e+e- + YY are considerably sses e e 

modified by beam polarization, even for relatively low values of the time- 

averaged polarization. Calculations of counting rates and polarization-de- 

pendent effects for these e+e- collision processes are given. 
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I. Introduction 

It is expected1 that the electron and positron beams in a 

storage ring become transversely polarized after their injection into the 

ring, with the positron polarization vector parallel to the guide field 

and the electron polarization vector antiparallel. The mechanism for this 

process is the interaction between the electron and the synchrotron radiation 

field, which results in unequal transition rates between the two states of 

spin orientation in the guide field. The effective temperature of the system 

is such that in the absence of depolarizing effects 11 the net polarization 

at equilibrium is 1 

PO = 

and the polarization P at any instant is 

(1) 

p(t) = Po(l - e -t/T ) 

where the relaxation time T is given by' 

(2) 

s 98 set x 4 Rave end 
X- 

E5(Gev) Bend 
(2’ > 



In view of the potential usefulness of electron polarization as a 

tool in probing the structure of e+e- 
2 interactions , we have considered ways 

of detecting the polarization of the beams in SPEAR. For this machine equation 

(2') becomes 

165 hours 
T" Es (GeV) (3) 

or T 2r 1.7 hour at 2.5 GeV. This is camparable to the anticipated lifetime of 

the beam, so appreciable polarization can be expected. 

Future higher energy (- 4.5 GeV) beams at SPEAR would be approximately 92% 

polarized during most of the storage time. 

II. Measurement of the polarization_bLmeans of the Touschek effect. -- 

The relative motions of electrons within a bunch in the atorage 

ring are dominated by radial betatron oscillations; vertical betatron os- 

cillations are present tnt are generally much smaller. Longitudinal 

AE motions are also small, having momentum less than 7 , where m is the max- 

imum deviation of the laboratory energy from the tuned value permitted by 

the RF and y = Eo/m . The radial momenta are distributed over values which e 

extend typically to about one electron mass depending on the storage ring 

energy and optical parameters (see Appendix). The exact form of the dis- 

tribution is not of primary importance. A given pair of electrons can ac- 

quire appreciable longitudinal components of momentum from an elastic 

Mdller scattering due to their relative motion within the bunch. In the 

laboratory these appear as deviations from the central energy greater than 

AE. This is an important mechanism which limits the beam lifetime in low 
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energy or high intensity storage rings; it has been calculated by several 

authorsl'3-5 and is often called the Touschek effect. 

It is of particular interest that the Mdller scattering cross sec- 

tion depends upon the polarization state of the electrons, which makes it 

possible, in principle at least, to detect the existence of beam polarization 

through this outscattering effect. The Touschek effect has been calculated in 

3 a nonrelativistic approximation by Bemardini, et al. , and relativistically 

by Gittelman and Ritson4 who used a small-angle approximation to the M6ller 

cross section. V&lke15 used the exact Mdller cross section for unpolarized 

electrons and a Gaussian distribution for the transverse momentum spectrum as 

well as the flat distribution of reference 4. Results of the corresponding 

calculation for polarized electrons have been presented by Baier'. In the 

remainder of this section we utilize these latter calculations to predict the 

magnitude of the net effect due to beam polarization to be expected in an 

outscattering or Touschek effect experiment at SPEAR. 

The Mdller cross section for transversely polarized electrons in 

their center of mass is 697 

2 r 1 
4 4 - 3sin 

2 
6 +4(4 - 

3sin28)p 2 +(4-sin28)2p* 4 

sin 0 

2 
[ 

2 
- PlP2 sin 8 1 + 2(1 + sin21p, + sin26 cos2@ p* 

4 
+ sin20 cos(2rp)p* Ii , (4) 

4 
* * 

Here r. is the classical electron radius, p and E are measured in electron 

masses, P1 and P2 are the magnitudes of the polarization vectors of the two 

electrons. The polarization axis is normal to the line of incidence of the 
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electrons and lies in the cp = 0 plane. The angles are defined in Fig. 1. 

The Lorentz transformation to the laboratory is along the z-axis, 

The resultant laboratory angle of the scattered electron with respect to the 

z-axis (not indicated in Fig. 1) is very small, but the momentum change is 

significant and is intimately connected with the center-of-mass angle X . 

Accordingly it is convenient to express the cross section in terms of the 

angles X and U,defined in Fig. 1, and integrate over the azimuth W. From 

the figure, 

cos x = sine sir%@ 

sin X siIlLu = sin0 cos 

The cross section in terms of X and 

d2cr* 4 
d cosx dcu = 

- sin2X ~0s~~)~ 

cp 

CI; is 

3 + PIP2 

1- 2 2 sin @OS W 

(5) 

(6) 

3 3 

- 16 + 
2P1P2sin-X 

sin-u, 12 + 
+ 2PLP2(2 

- cos2x) Jc2 j - - L (1 - cu) sin2Nos 22 1 - sin 2 2 x cos cu 
2p1p2 P 3 

2 

16 8+PlP2(sin 

2 x sin LU 2 - cos )o 
+ j 3 9 9- ,-I --I (7) 

L(l - sin&X c0S”w)” l- sinLX cosLw 

The integration over 1 yields after a lengthy computation 

da* * 
(I3 .cos vj = 1 2 --+4(- cos x cos 

8 + w--7- 
Jc4 

+ 1)P 
1 -PP - 1 2 [ cos x +(A +2 

cos x cos x 
2 

cos X)P 

4 
+ (1 - 

Ji 
2 cos x)p 

Ii 

l 
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In a storage ring the momentum p* of the electrons viewed in the 

pair rest frame is distributed according to some function F(p*). Furthermore, 

the laboratory scattering angle is so small that the scattered electron almost 

always remains within the beam phase space. Only by its changed laboratory 

energy, El, is a scattered electron distinguishable experimentally from the 

other electrons in the beam. Accordingly we reexpress the cross section, 

equation (8), in terms of E 1 and p*, and then integrate over the p* spectrum 

to obtain the event rate as a function of E,. 

The connection between cosx and El is 

E1 = y(pp*cosx + E*), where y = $ , 
E 

i.e ., cosx = (El - Eo) E* 

POP* 

E 

E* 2- El-Eo 
* l? . 

P -0 

Here E. and PO are the storage ring beam energy and momentum, respectively. 

E1 - E. It is particularly useful to define ?j 2 E , the fractional energy 

exchanged between the two electrons rE 
1 = E&l), E2 = Eo(l-q)k In terms of ?j, 

* 
cos x = ” ?) . (9) 

P 

With (9), equation (8) may be written 

do* 
F= 

-I- (8(<)3 + 1) Pan - PlP2 
* * 

+(3++2-y)p 
*2 

Efl ET P 

+ (1 - 24) p*4] . 
P I 

(10) 
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To get the event rate we compute the product (no. of targets) 

x (flus) x (cross section). It is convenient to use the laboratory frame 

of reference, in which all electrons have to a good approximation the same 

energy, Eo. Consider two electrons whose trajectories make .the (small) 

angles O1 and 8 2 with respect to the nominal beam direction. The normal 

compone;Its of momentum are plL = pool and pzL = poe2. The momentum p* of 

each electron with respect to the pair rest frame is 

P :c = $ (P21. - PIL)" (11) 

The number of target electrons in an element of volume dV having radial 

momenta between plL and plL+dplJ. is pdV f(pll)dplI, where p is the electron 

density and f(plA) is the normalized distribution of radial momenta. The 

flux of electrons in dp2, at p2L is pv f(p2&)dp2*, where v is the relative 

velocity of the two cl.cctrons, given by v=25. The cross section, 
0 

being an area oriented parallel to the beam, is contracted by the factor 

1 IF .- = - 
y E. 

&en transformed to the laboratory: 

(12) 

Coll.cc;ting all these factors we write for the interaction rate 

with the condition (11) relating p*, pll and p21. This constraint can.be 

inserted explicitly by means of a S - function: 
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d3 
C 

d2W * w.ev.cP J-,)] dp* = 3 p2d%'p*E*< f(PIL) f (PzL) 

0 

To avoid double-counting the electron pairs we restrict the inte- 

gration over transverse momenta to p2i > plL: 

r” yp2L 
QP2L 1, dq, f(p2,J f(P1L)U&~2L-~lL) - P*) 

03 co 
= $ 

yadP2.L J,, f r dp IL f(P2J f(Pl,)s(&P2L-P1L)-P*) 

OJ s * = 
-mdP2L f(P21) f(P2, - 2P ) 

5 &(p”) (14) - 

where the first step follows from the symmetry of the integral under 

pl-L ++ p2L, and a factor of 2 has been included in the definition of F(pdc) 

in order to have sya F(p*)dp* = 1. The volume of the beam is defined by 

$ = 1 p2dv , (15) 

where N is the total number of electrons in a bunch. With (14) and (15) 

the interaction rate, (13) becomes 

p*E* $ F(p*) 

0 

(16) 

The factor p*E* do*/d?j is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of p* 

with 'ij as a parameter taking on the values IJ = 0.03, 0.1, and 0.3; this is 

done for both complete polarization and no polarization. The threshold 

value of p* for the process is given by equation (9) with cos X = 1: pz = F':Q; 

p”t = pu,! /- l-q2 . At threshold the rate for fully polarized electrons 

Vanishes. This is a c.onsequence of the antisymmetry requirement for the 
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wave function of a pair of identical fermions. Note that cos x = 1 cor- 

responds to a scattering angle 8 = 90 degrees. This is a symmetric con- 

figuration, and the spin state is also symmetric, hence the overall final- 

state wave function vanishes. 

The total count rate receives contributions from scatterings 

with all values of p* present in the bunch. Fig. 2 shows that the events 

occurring just above threshold are sensitive to the polarization. The 

higher p* scatterings serve to dilute the net effect. 

If the distribution f(p,) of the radial momenta is Gaussian, 
5< 

then F(p ) is also Gaussian, with a width smaller by $-: 

f (P,) = a16p, e 

P,” 
-2(6pi)L, 

UJ 

s 

p", + (pl-2P*12 

F(p*) ~2 2 

2Tr(6PJ2 -cn 
dp, e+ 

2 
-pJc 

s 

00 _ (P,-P*12 
2 = 

2fl (BPL)2 
e 6PL2 dpL.e (ePL)2 --co 

J? 

1 -+-z 
= Jr~ 6pk e C6p ) ' 

(17) 

(18) 

where 
dp* = bP*lcR (19) 

In SPEAR at 2.5 GeV the electrons have 6pL between 0.4 and 0.9 

MeV, hence 6~" between 0.3 and 0.6 MeV. We can estimate from Fig. 2 that 

with, say, Il = 0.1 the net effect in the scattering due to polarization will 

be between 5 and 10 percent. The net effect increases at larger values of T, 

but the counting rate falls very rapidly as 'll increases. 
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Taking into account the threshold condition on p*, the integral 
* 

of equation (16) with respect to p becomes 

(20) 

(2 1) 

co * 

The normalized quantity dX/d?J = d-r, p *E*da F(p*)dp*, K which has the dimen- 

sions of a cross section (recall p* 
i 

and E are measured in electron masses), 

is useful for comparing the effect in different storage rings. It is 

plotted as a function of 7j in Fig. 3, for unpolarized and fully polarized 

electrons; we have used a Gaussian function F(p*), for several typical 
* 

values of Sp . As expected, dC/d'iJ is a very rapidly decreasing function 

of "rl. The polarization-dependence can be seen clearly in Fig, 4 where the 

normalized difference (dc unpol/dV - d~pol/d~)/dCunpo,/d~ is plotted as a 

function of Tj. 

Consider an experiment to detect the outscattered electrons with 

an acceptance limited to a small bite AT/. Using equation (21) we have 

(22) 

For such an experiment Table I gives the values of the various machine- 

dependent parameters as we have estimated them for SPEAR (see the Appendix), 

together with the resulting counting rates, eq. (22), and the size of the 

polarization-dependent effect for several salient values of r(. In going 

from dW/dt (instantaneous) to dW/dt (ave.) we have included an estimated 

duty factor of .03, corresponding to the fraction of time per turn that an 

electron spends in the region being observed. The last column in Table I 

shows the statistical error on the difference (dW unpol 
- dW pol)dwunpol for 
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data accumulated over a 1000 second interval. 

From the numbers in Table I we conclude that a Touschek effect 

experiment has reasonable promise as a means of detecting and monitoring 

the polarization of the electrons in SPEAR, at least at 2.5 GeV. Although 

the polarization-dependent effect is small, the counting rates are high 

enough to provide good statistical precision. We envision an experimental 

arrangement at SPEAR that would select scatterings at ?J - .05, with counting 

rates of the order of tens per second at a luminosity of 0.2 x 10 32 cm2 

-1 set . The chief virtue of the method is that the presence of polarizations 

of the expected magnitude can be detected with data accumulated over a few 

hours, which makes it possible to investigate the effects of different run- 

ning conditions or to monitor the polarization during longer experiments 

with colliding beams. 

We should point out that these results become somewhat less fa- 

vorable as the energy of the storage ring is increased. The counting rates 

fall as E. -5.5 taking into account both the explicit E -2 , 
0 

dependence of 

equation (22) and the variation of the beam volume with energy (equation 

(A-2). Also the width of the radial momentum distribution increases as Eo2 

(equation A-5), causing dilution of the polarization-dependent effect. 

Tending to offset these difficulties is the fact that the polarization 

b &iiclup time decreases as E 
0 

-5 (equation (3)). 

An experiment similar to the one we have just described has been 

carried out at the AC0 (Orsay) storage ring. 8 A net decrease of 19% was 

observed in the scattering rate at t = T ACO' in agreement with the calcu- 

lated value for AC0 of 22$. In that experiment the counters were placed 

to accept events at 7 = .07. Fig. 4 yields a net effect of about 22s for 

&Pi I‘c 0.15 MeV, 
10 



dW 

= JZ.&p?k 
dW/dt instan- dW/dt unpolvdwpol 

** N V 6pL ari 7 dC/d=Q taneous dW ave. unpol stat. error 
3 -1 -1 (GeV) 

(cm > WV) (set ) (set > (IPI/ IP21=.85) (1000 sec.) 

2.5 6.4~10~~ 1.6 0.6 0.005 0.05 7.5x10 -21 1.1x104 330. 0.056 f 0.002 

0.1 7.6x10 -22 1.1x103 33. 0.071 f 0.008 

0.2 7.3x1o-23 110 3.3 0.104 * 0.02 

0.3 1.7x10 -23 26 0.8 0.135 A 0.05 

Table I. Counting rates and magnitude of the polarization dependence for specified storage ring parameters and 

detector acceptances. The instantaneous count rate dW/dt has been multiplied by a duty factor to 

obtain the average dW/dt. The statistical errors listed in the last column are based upon the number 

of counts recorded in a lOOO-second interval. 
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It is also useful to consider what happens if instead of 

counting scattered electrons within a narrow band A'fj around 7l 

(differential counting), one includes all events with 'lj greater than some 

minimum value (integral counting). The calculation for this case yields 

the total rate at which electrons are lost from the ring due to the 

Touschek effect, which is the case considered by Vdlke15 and Baier. 1 

For the integral rate the analogue of eq. (16) is 

N% g (P") = '3 HP") P*E*~*(P*JD , 
0 

(23) 

where o*(p*,q) = s 
p*iFT 

(do*/dTj') d^rl', the upper limit corresponds to 
J-l 

cos )( = 1 in eq. (9), and do*/d7)' is given by eq. 
ClO> l The result of 

the integration is 

(p = +$$y f (1 + 2px2j2 (( z)2-1) - (1 + 4p*2)Ln & + pk4 (l- q) 
i EJCT] -P 

1 *2 - PlP2[(l+3pft2)&n $ - 7 P (1 + 2p**) (1 - 
4 

($b2) + p (2 + p&)(1 - p), (24) 
3 

For the unpolarized case (PlP2 = O), this result reduces to equation (6) 

of Vglke15. 
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Corresponding to equation (20) for the differential rate we 
. 
now have 

2 s p* E* o*F(p*) dp* 

11/m? 

* 

(25) 

(26) 

The results for C, obtained by integrating (25) numerically, are given 

in Figs. 5 and 6. The integral curves of Fig. 6 for the magnitude of the 

polarization dependence differ only slightly from those of Fig. 4 for the 

differential function a/d'& The reason is that, because of the steep 

fall of aC/dTj with 'lJ (Fig. 3), the integral [" dC/d’ij’ d'Q' is dominated 
rl 

by contributions near 7' = 'Il. 

VSlkel' and Baier' have carried out the integration for C 

analytically for both square and Gaussian distributions in the approxima- 

tion q << 1. The resulting formula for the Gaussian spectrum is 195 

9 = 2n ro2 c I? 
dt VE2 0 q2 

l J , 

i 

(27) 

p1p2 - 6Pl.2 
J 1 = 

2J;;bP 
(4.n $ - z - 4 ) + (1 + 2ai,)2 ) e (1 - v$p: 

1 1 2 
-- s 7ip, 

26p. 0 
d x e x (1 - @(x) ) , (28) 

where 9(x) is the error function. This is equation (5.13) in reference 1 

with a factor of l/2 multiplying the right hand side. The factor l/2 is 

included because Baier's eq. (5.13) refers to the rate at which electrons 

are lost from the beam, and two electrons are lose for each scattering'; 

our version, eq. (25), specifies the scattering event rate. Using eq. (27) 
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the function C defined by eq. (26) is given by 

C= 
237 ro2 

32 l J (29) 

Finally, the expression for J may be expanded in a power series' in 

li6PI : 

J=l+. 1 
*J-ii 6pL 

+ j. (+-) 
2n+2 1 

--! n2+3n+l - 1 ; (--q 
2n+3 2n n2+4n+2.75 

= .' *n2+3n+l ,;i n=O 6Pi. (2n+l)!! n2+2.5n+1.5 

(30) 

The results of evaluating formulas (29) and (30) are included 

in Figs. 5 and 6 for comparfson with our results. The two calculations 

agree well in the limit 7 << 1, i.e., where the approximation used in 

references 1 and 5 is valid. In Fig. 6, the value of 

Lunpol - c poll7 >unpol = 0.055 for 'll 2 0.01 and 6pl = .5 MeV agrees with the 

value of 0.06 given by Baier 1 (PO 41), corresponding to the Novosibirsk 

Storage ring VEPP-2. 

III. Alternative methods to measure the polarization of e-e+ beams in 

storage rings. 

In the previous section it has been shown that the polarization 

=f kin e-(e+) beam in a storage ring can be observed by detecting pairs of 

electrons which have gone through large angle Coulomb scattering initiated 

by the radial betatron oscillations within a bunch. The rate for detect- 

ing such pairs of electrons lost due to this so-called Touschek effect 

depends on the transverse polarization of the electrons. Hence one might 

<axpect to observe the counting rate to decrease with time as the polariza- 

tion slowly builds up. 8 
For SPEAR running at 2.5 GeV, for example, we have 
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shown that there is a S-10$ difference in the outscattered counting rate 

between a polarized and non-polarized beam, for admissible values of the 

fractional energy exchange of the scattered electrons in the laboratory. 

It is also of interest to investigate other, possibly more direct, methods 

- + of searching for evidence of e (e ) polarization that might confirm a 

Touschek scattering experiment and also provide additional physical infor- 

mation. 
, 

In this section, we discuss the angular distributions of three 
+- 

e e collision processes which normally are azimuthally symmetric but which 

+ show azimuthal (cp) asymmetry when the e ,e- beams are polarized. Exper i- 

ments observing such asymmetry would provide unequivocal, independent evi- 

dence of beam polarization, and possess high intrinsic interest in their 

own right. 

We consider the processes i) e+e-+ v+p-, ii) e+e + e+e and 

iii) e-l-e--+ yy, for which the differential cross-sections with polarized 

e+e- beams are given by’ 

9 (31) 

3 , (32) 

r2 
& - (e+e -) YY> = 

0 

dn r 
4y2(1-+os2@ - 

l+cos2c +IPll 1P21 sin20 (l-2 sin2q9] , (33) 

where 8 is the scattering angle, a is the angle between the production plane 

and the plane normal to the polarization vector (the azimuthal angle), 

lP,lJ lppl is the magnitude of polarization of electrons and positions, 

y=Eo,me with E 
-I- p , 

0 
the energy of each of the e , e- beams, P p 

e are the 

velocities of u+(p-) and e+(e-) and r. is the classical electron radius. 
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We observe in the above equations that there is azimuthal asym- 

metry in the angular distributions of the outgoing particles proportional 

to the beam polarizations. In all three processes, the asymmetry is max- 

imal at 8 = 1r/2. The degree of asymmetry in the process e+e- -( e+e- is 

smallest because the term which depends on polarization is reduced by a 

factor of l/9. 

The differential cross-sections for these processes are shown 

in Figure 7-12. da In Figures 7-9 are plotted z _ vs 8, the scattering angle, 

for Cp = x/2 while Figures lo-12 contain g =Cp for 8 = n/2. It is ex- 

pected that the magnitude of the e+,e- polarizations will increase with 

time according to equation (2), P(t) = Po(l-e -t/T 
), where it is assumed 

that the storage ring is completely filled at t = 0. We have therefore 

plotted the differential cross-sections for different values of < P2(t) > 

defined by 

-.: P2(,.) > z 1 rt -1 2 

t2-tl c' t1 
Po(l-e -t'T)2 dt. (34) 

The values of ( P’(t) '> are obtained by allowing tl to vary and taking 

t2 = 4 hrs., i.e., apprczlmately twice the nominal beam lifetime at 

SPEAR. The time constant T 's a strongly energy dependent quantity. At 

SPEAR, it is estimated that T a 165hr/Ei (GeV). All the curves for g 

are plotted by taking E. = 2.5 GeV. We have also plotted the differen- 

Lial cross-sections for the cases 1;l\ = Is21 = 0 and [$,I = /;2/ = 

PO (zO.924) for.comparison. 

In order to compare quantitatively the sensitivity of each of 

the three processes to the polarization we have calculated also the per- 

2 
centage statistical error on < P (t) >, viz, n<P2,/*cP2>, which would be 

obt,ained in a measurement of da ' dS; in the angular region 85' s 8 s 95' and 
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0" 5 q s 180°; this is done as a function of net data collecting time for --_. 

different values of < P2 >, assuming that the luminosity is 2x10 31 -2 cm 

-1 set for E. = 2.5 GeV. The results are shown in Figures 13-15 from 

which one sees that both e'e + p+p- +- and e e -+ YY yield relatively pre- 

cise determinations of < P2 > for moderate data collecting time, even for 

< P2 ' = 0.38. 

To obtain the actual machine time that would be required, it is 

necessary only to multiply the abscissa for each of the curves of Figures 

by the factor t2/(t2-tl>. This is done explicitly for the case e+e--, u+u- 

as shown in Figure 16 where the abscissa is total machine time. For a given 

total machine time, the error Aq2 >/C P2> does not vary much with tl, 

which means that the point in time at which data-taking starts is not crit- 

ical. For 300 hours of total machine time, for example, a value of 

A< P 2 >/< P 2 > < 0.1 is possible in a realistic experiment. 

There is another possible method 1 for determining beam polarization in 

a storage ring, namely backward Compton scattering of circularly polarized 

laser photons from one of the circulating charged beams. We have not explored \ 

this alternative in detail because of the apparent promise of the Touschek 

effect and the e+e- collision experiments. This promise indicates that an 

experimental effort to study beam polarization and its consequences .at 

SPEAR would be profitable. Such an effort, if successful, would lead di- 

rectly to studies of second order QED effects and weak interactions L at an 

improved SPEAR of higher energy. 
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Appendix: Estimates of Storage Ring Parameters. -- 

For the number of electrons in the bunch at SPEAR we have assumed 10 
12 

at 2 GeV (corresponding to the full design luminosity), and have scaled 

this number for 2.5 GeV according to N = 10 l2 (2 ccV/E)2. This gives 

6.4 x 10 
11 at 2.5 GeV. 

For the effective volume of the beam we use the definition (15) and 

assume a Gaussian density distribution: 

P” 

.-l’l+YF+z 2 \ 
-i 2 o2 a2 2 

) 
e X Y =, 

r 2 
ip dv = 

Therefore 

v = (4?f>3'2o w (3 xyz' 
(A-l) 

The natural beam dimensions at SPEAR are given by the following 

9 relations : 

ox = .241mn Eo(GeV) p,/p,* J 

u = 
Y 

.017mm Eo(GeV) "iiy/P,f 

3/2 
u z 3 3.4cm (Eo(GeV)) , 

Here p are the radial and vertical beta functions evaluated at the 
X,Y 9: 

location in the ring where the observed scatterings occur, p x v are the 9, 
9; t 

beta functions at the interaction regions: p, = l.Om, p = 0.39m. We 
Y 

have ignored a slight correction to 0 which depends on the RF voltage. 
Z 
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-.-- ---- --.--- 
v= (4n) 312 .x 1.39 -4 x 10 (Eo(GeV)) 7'2JpxPvIP**Py* (A-2) 

If the source of events is a standard straight section, where $ = 14.2m, 
X 

By 
= 3.0m, and E = 2.5 GeV, then V = 1.6 cm3. 

0 

The rms radial momentum 6pi is 

6pL = EofJx' (A-3) 

with the angular divergence Ox' related to the beta function by 9 

l- o 

Dx’ =: .24 x 10W3m 
/ 1 + @p)‘ 

l/ 
-- 9: 

@x @x 

Eo(C:eV) (A-4) 

At a standard straight section the beam is parallel, i.e., B ' = 0. With 
X 

B,* = 1 my P 
X 

- 14.2 mwe get 

6P, = .064 (Eo(GeV)j2 x 10w3, (A-5) 

or 6P1. = 0.4 MeV at 2.5 GeV. Elsewhere in the normal cells the value is 

6pL = 0.9 MeV. 
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A very recent paper from AC0 (unpublished) describes a new series 

of experiments showing that the expected polarization of the positron 

beam occurs even in the presence of a colliding electron beam. The 
f- 

earlier null result in e e + Il+CL- is now understood as the effect 

of a depolarizing resonance. 

ll . Resonance depolarization occurs if the energy of the storage ring 

satisfies the relation ; E @$) = k + vx t v , k = 0, 2, 4,..., where 
Y 

V are the radial and vertical betatron wave numbers and k is an xay 

even integer in SPEAR because of the two-fold symmetry. (Private 

communication from R. Schwitters.) More difficult to calculate is 

the effect of stochastic depolarization (see ref. I), which occurs 

at rates which increase with energy relative to the polarization 
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build up rate. Cur rough estimate for SPEAR indicates that the effect 

is small. 

Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Definition of the center-of-mass angles 8, cp, x, UJ. Pl and P2 

are polarization vectors of the electrons. 

Figure 2. The normalized counting rate p+W:dW/d'T] versus p*, for selected 

fixed values of 17. 

Figure 3. dX/d"[l =zj i dp-kp*E* g*F(p") versus r). F(p*) is Gaussian, with \ 

standard deviation 6p* = 6p~//2. 

Figure 4. The normalized difference between counting rates with and without 

polarization, for differential counting, versus 7. 
co 

Figure 5. c = 2s q dp:'q?*E*WF(p*) versus q. F(p*) is Gaussian, with 

standard deviation 6p* = 6pL//2. The curve for 6pl = 1 MeV 

from the formula of Vb'lke15 is shown for comparison with our 

results. 

Figure 6. The normalized difference between counting rates with and 

without polarization, for integral counting, versus q. 

Fig. 7-9. Plots of g 
(e+e- +' r.r+p'> dCr (e+e- -3 e+.e') :rZW (e+e- + n> 

'dR ' dR versus 

scattering angle cp for 8 = n/2 for different values of 

cp2,= l s t2 2 

t2- 5 
Po(l-e -t/T)2dt. 

tL 

The meaning of the label on each of the curves is explained 

by the following table: 



Label on curve 
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--- 
tlthr.) 

0.0 

0.8 

1.6 

2.4 

3.2 

q&+ 
,-- 

O(P1 =i P2 = 0) 

0.38 

0.47 

0.55 

0.61 

0.67 

0.85(Pl = P2 = 0.924) 
I 

dCr (e+e- + W+p-) +- 
do 

(e e + e+e-) 
Figure 10-12. Plots of dR ,do 

(e+e- + YY > 
' dCl dQ 

versus 

6 for cp = 1x12, for different values of Q2>. 

Plots of fSP2HQ2>, for processes e+e- -I-- f- +- Figure 13-15. +vv,ee -+ee, 

e+e- 7, yy , versus net data collecting time for different 

values of (P2>. 

Figure 16. Plot of SP2>/Q2>, for reaction e+e- -) $k-, versus total 

machine time required for different: values of Q2>. 
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